
Introducing the
Whole of Landscape Approach

A Roadmap to Restoring Australia by 2030



Acknowledgement

We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians
of the landscapes on which we conduct our work.

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.

We also thank the many landscape leaders, farmers, 
scientists, researchers and advocates

who have been on the journey for years,
making this incredible opportunity possible for all of us.



Global landscapes are declining, 
our climate is rapidly changing

and we are experiencing the impact 
of increasingly extreme cycles

of droughts, fires and flooding rains.
Now we have to make a defining choice… 

how we will face the climate crisis?



Regeneration at the whole of landscape scale 
is our greatest opportunity
to repair farm productivity, 

to restore biodiversity
and to rebalance the climate.



What does the Whole of Landscape mean to you?



Whole of Landscape Approach

The Whole of Landscape Approach 
encourages us to see the bigger picture

of how our environment, climate and health 
are all interconnected and interdependent.



Landscape Literacy

Understanding how nature works allows us to
read and restore ecosystems to be resilient in
the face of increasing climate impacts, from

cycles of droughts, fires and floods.



Bio-geomorphology - the Science of Living Landscapes

Geomorphology - the study of how natural forces shape landscapes, 
such as tectonics, volcanoes, wind and gravity -

not just here on Earth, but anywhere else in the galaxy too.

Hydro-Geomorphology - when we add water to the mix, 
allowing nature to shape river canyons and glacial valleys, 

which we can also observe on Mars.

Bio-geomorphology - how life overcomes entropy 
through feedback loops that create living landscapes… 
and this only happens on our beautiful planet, Earth.

(as far as we know!)



Following the Blueprint of the Australian Landscape

The bio-geomorphology of the ancient Australian continent 
reveals complex natural sequences and cycles

that reversed the process of entropy, 
evolved an abundance of megaflora and fauna

and generated the most beneficial climate for humanity.

What might be possible if we studied and replicated this 
pattern of regeneration across the Whole of Landscape?

Watch the short film featuring Peter Andrews OAM: 
Following the Blueprint of the Australian Landscape

https://youtu.be/MznmZmEYTTY


Image by Dorothy Dunphy

“When we examine the long journey Australia has taken over time and space,
we can understand the biological processes that are constantly shaping the landscape.”

~ Peter Andrews OAM



Water Dreaming artwork by Old Mick Tjakamarra

Indigenous Knowledge

Aboriginal Australians knew, understood and respected 
these regenerative patterns of the ancient Australian landscape, 
embedding them in stories and artworks for thousands of years.

Relearning and replicating these patterns is the secret 
to restoring ecosystem function across Australia.

https://www.booktopia.com.au/papunya-geoffrey-bardon/book/9780522873900.html


Restoring Australia by 2030

Australia’s watershed systems can be restored by 2030 
using the Whole of Landscape approach,

by working with communities to repair farm productivity, 
to restore biodiversity and to rebalance the climate.



Roadmap to Restoration

● Recreate steps in the landscape following contours
● Recycle fertility and green waste to high points
● Repair wetlands and expand riparian zones
● Restore biodiversity corridors and the biotic pump
● Regrow rainforests along the ridgelines



Going Beyond Regeneration

What might it look like…
if we see ourselves as climate leaders, 

if we go beyond regeneration
if we restore our planet

with the Whole of Landscape approach?



The Whole of Landscape Alliance

The Whole of Landscape approach requires a Whole of Community effort.

A multi-stakeholder alliance of young leaders, indigenous elders, 
environmental organisations, farmers and landscape practitioners 

from all corners of the nation have come together to deliver
the Whole of Landscape approach right across Australia.



Marama Grace Brownsdon - Youth Advocate

“There is one beautiful blueprint in this landscape
that has been around for millions of years. We have

every answer to the problem of climate change,
the lack of nutrition in the food that we're growing,
fire, flood and drought that we're experiencing, all

residing in our landscape. ”

Meet some of the people who are making it happen!

Martin Royds - Regenerative Farmer

“We see the exponential growth in everything. You’re
planting a tree, designing a fence to encourage stock to
move fertility up the hill, putting a contour channel in,
a compost heap, weirs in the water… it’s a process of

give back and I get tenfold back. And that’s what nature
does… give and you will receive.”

Pete Dowson - Storyteller

“The Whole of Landscape is a story of hope
that is ready to be shared with the world.”

Bea Ludwig - Practising Solicitor

“Regenerative land stewardship means changing both
the way we see the landscape and our policies too.”

Paul Anderson - Bio-geomorphologist

“The Australian landscape so is based on patterns
that are universal. Bio-geomorphology - where the

landscape is influenced by the plants that are growing
on it. That interaction creates the shape of a

particular watershed - and it's a living landscape.”

Dr Bill Hurditch - Regenerative Advocate

“If we take the whole of landscape approach across
the whole of the country, it means that we turn

Australia into a flourishing environment which can
actually utilise its own innate strengths of
resilience and recovery to withstand these

inevitable cycles of drought and flood in the most
effective way.”

Rob Skinner - Landscape Practitioner

“The Australian landscape is a unique proposition
to use as a model for all the things that we need to

resolve, and the evidence is here. We mitigate
drought, we build fertility, we cool the climate -

all of the things that we want, including the
sequestration of carbon happens in these soils

through the use of plants.”

Wangarrdee - United Sovereign Nations

“As our cultural and political interests transition, it
is perfect timing, given the damage to sacred

Mother Country, that the wellbeing of the natural
waterways and all environs "imminently" take the

fore.”



Here’s what you can do right now!

● Bring someone to the next WOLA webinar!

● Register on the TALS Institute email list for updates

● Sign up for a Tarwyn Park Training course

● Onsite

● Online

● Walk and learn tour at PA’s home farm

Whole of Landscape Alliance
https://www.tals.org.au/alliance.html

https://events.humanitix.com/whole-of-landscape-alliance
https://www.tals.org.au/
https://www.tarwynparktraining.com.au/courses
https://www.tarwynparktraining.com.au/online-course-interest-form
https://www.hipcamp.com/en-AU/discover/new-south-wales/peter-andrews-home-farm
http://www.tals.org.au/allliance


Selection of related videos
A Young Person’s Hope with Marama Grace Brownsdon

Following the Blueprint of the Australian Landscape

A Tale of Two Paddocks at Bungonia with Peter Andrews OAM

Sunlight Packaged by Plants - Restoring Widden Brook at Baramul

Drawing Down from the Ground Up with Prof. Justin Borevitz

The Pattern of Regeneration with Peter Andrews OAM

Self Evident Truths with Colin Steddy

The Regenerative Way with Tarwyn Park Training

Of Droughts and Flooding Rains (Australian Story excerpt)

Videos courtesy: www.friendlyfarms.org.au

https://youtu.be/8V4DtBFWdg0
https://youtu.be/Zxbg6Moe2-c
https://youtu.be/hDOsJJXqeR4
https://youtu.be/Wg-YIRIQzrI
https://youtu.be/lqLtEYSf8M0
https://youtu.be/GMJ-PGbQJAk
https://youtu.be/AvLJeTVb8AE
https://youtu.be/QtH8tbo8IqY
https://youtu.be/zS5XpwMT5bM
https://www.friendlyfarms.org.au/




Watch: A Young Person’s Hope

https://youtu.be/8V4DtBFWdg0
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